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Video Games, Manipulation and the Military

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The U.S. Military and its commercial partners in the entertainment industry have discovered a

"gold-mine" in the development of videogames. Video games promise virtual, psychological

companionship and provide a means oflearning and maneuvering within virtual worlds^ Not only are
video games in greatdemand by men and women of all ages, but as a medium of communication they

appear to beextremely capable ofinfluencing players ideologically by incorporating values and belief
systems into thesimulated worlds of video game play (Brand, Knight, &Majewski, 2003;
Lowenstein, 2006; Stockwell & Muir, 2003). In creatingvideogames that offer trainingand cultural

indoctrination, the U.S. Military has adopted a very popular means of electronic communication,

learning, and recreation to reach their target audience -members of the Internet Generation^.
While the powerful affects ofvideo game immersion are widely studied, there isminimal
research available related to the critical analysis of ideology and persuasion within gaming

environments (Brand, Knight, &Majewski, 2003; Ermi &Mayra, 2003). In order to explore how

military ideology, persuasion and recruitment strategies are combined within video games, I present a

comparative analysis ofAmerica's Army and SOCOM11: U.S. Navy SEALs —two popular military

sponsored video games. In identifying the military's ideological digital discourses, I demonstrate how
video games are capable ofshaping the minds and attitudes oftheir players. I begin by defining the
origin ofvideo games within the U.S. Military, and elaborate on the close relationship the U.S.

Department of Defense maintains with the entertainment and business industries^ (all three of which
' According to Faust and Yoo in "Haptic Feedback in Pervasive Games", the social Interactional aspects of
virtual gaming "can compensate for the missing physical proximity between players" (1).
^TheInternet became mainstream in themid-to-late 1990's within theUnited States; therefore children bom
after 1990 are referred to asthe Internet Generation. Due tocontinuous exposure to the Internet, many ofthese
children cannot conceive of life without e-mail, instant messaging, and Google searches. This paper does not

address the Digital Divide, where children from poorer communities have limited Internet access. Within the
context ofthis paper, the Internet Generation refers to those children excluded from the effects ofthe Digital
Divide.

a

• »

^According to the Entertainment Software Association report "Video Games: Serious Business For America s
Economy" by R. Crandall and J.Sidak, business industries are defined as those associated with the
complementary product markets of video games such as processors, content, devices and broadband Internet
access. These complementary product markets add $7.8 billion annually to the U.S. economy (3).
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areresponsible for the popularity of video games in the21®' century). I will then define the
compositional elements applied within video games, assuming the audience is unfamiliar with video
gamesas a medium of communication. Oncethese basic tenets of the paper are established, I will
define the methods of analysis applied to both the America's Army and the SOCOM II: Navy SEALs

video games. The Discussion section will explore the results and meanings of the comparative

analysis, along with their future implications upon both thecultural and political echelons of society.
VIDEO GAMES: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Video Games and the U.S. Military

The etiology of U.S. Military video games may betraced to computer simulations created by
theUnited States AirForce in theearly 1950's. Training pilots was prohibitively expensive (both in

lives and money); consequently, the U.S. Air Force began toexplore less expensive alternatives.
Analog computers were initially developed and used totest airplanes' directional stability, and

gradually digital computers with Boolean-logic capabilities were developed for more complex cockpit
simulations (Waltman, 2000). As advancements insimulation hardware and software occurred, other
branches of the U.S. Military (Army, Navy, Marines) began to utilize computer wargaming
simulations in order to calculate offensive anddefensive logistics maneuvers in the battlefield.

The technology behind wargame simulations spilled over into the commercial sector during
the mid 1970's and early 1980's. Video games were created and successfully marketed toyouth in the
United States. Arcade games such as Pac-Man and Q*bert were played inpizza parlors, bowling

alleys and mall arcades. Home game playing consoles created by Atari and Nintendo extended the

appeal of video games as mediums of entertainment. Because commercial game developers had the
ability to quickly innovate and modify applications through gaming community collaboration, the
military found itdifficult to compete against the commercial sectors' extensive resources (Herz &
Macedonia, 2002).
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Video Games and the Military-Entertainment-Industrial Complex
In order to maintain their technological edge, the military formed an alliance with academia,

the entertainment and business industries, creating the military-entertainment-industrial complex

(Crogan, 2006). The military provides funding, the entertainment and academia industries provide the
tools and experience, and the business industry generates the supply and demand for technological
products.

The U.S. military and entertainment
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During the second Gulf War, the militaryentertainment-industrial complex combined

again so as to control the release of
information to the American public and

thereby shape opinions of the war. This
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triangular complex has become so successful atdefining reality (publicists refer tothis as spin
control') that Stockwell and Muir declare "resistance [to the reality managed by the U.S. military] is
futile" (8).

From the perspective ofthe Academic community (referred to as Academia throughout the
remainder ofthis paper), collaboration between the military and game industry offers extraordinary
possibilities, in part because video games are capable of"improve[ing] training, efficiency.
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productivity and innovation" (Lowenstein, 2006). The Federation of American Scientists elaborate
upon the topic of video games and learning in a 2006 report which suggests that "complex video

games assist players in developing higher-order thinking skills such as strategic thinking, interpretive
analysis, problem solving, plan formulation and execution, and adaptation to rapid change"
{Harnessing the Power of Video Games for learning, 2005).

From the viewpoint of the Business Industry, the production and distribution of video games

(including the various hardware and software accessories associated with these games) is an
enormous source of capital, affecting economies worldwide. According to a Price Waterhouse

Coopers Global Entertainment andMedia Outlook report, entertainment software spending for the

year 2004 was approximately $25.4 billion internationally. In addition to the economic benefits of

video games, the Business Industry profits from the technological transfer occurring in both the

public and private sectors due toresearch and development (See Figure 1 in reference to military
simulations converging with commercial off-the-shelfvideo games).

While the ethical implications of the military-entertainment-industrial complex are not

explored inthis paper, these three arenas are behooved to support one another for mutual benefit.
VIDEO GAMES: COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS

In order to fully comprehend the persuasiveness of video games, it is important tobecome
familiar with the compositionalelements of video games.

Stereo sound - Auditory elements contribute to immersion, whether one iswatching a movie

or playing a video game'^. Within video games, there are two types ofstereo sounds: diegetic or non-

diegetic. Diegetic sound effects refer to those sounds produced by aplayer as they proceed through
the various levels (or parts) ofthe video game. For instance, ifyou are shooting atan object, the

sound ofthe gun is referred to as a diegetic sound effect. Non-diegetic sound effects refers to

background music, the type ofmusic effectively used within movies to suggest a scary event is about
" Faustand Yoo assertthat "soundis an important feedback channel" (5).
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to occur. Non-diegetic sound effects create a mood or atmosphere, and these effects are capable of
manipulating the emotions of the hearer. For example, the horror movie Halloween carries a very
distinct piano score that hints at something evil or wicked nearby.

Point of perception - Point of perception refers to how the player sees himself or herself

while participating in the game play (Squire and Jenkins, 2002). When watching a movie through the
eyes of a character, that is defined as first-person perspective. This first-person perspective in video

games is very popular because it contributes to the player's immersive experience (see Figure 2). A
third-person experience is when a video game player sees their character (also known as avatar) and
views events over the shoulderor position of their character(see Figure 3).

2^
a Ut44«S

Figure 2. First-Person Perspective. From America's Army,

Figure 3. Third-Person Perspective. From SOCOMII.

2005.

Navy SEALs, 2005.

Dimensions - Video games have two-dimensional and three-dimensional environments.
Two-dimensional environments include images that may appear three -dimensional, butare

ultimately limited in their ability to maneuver amongst flat video screens (see Figure 4).
Three-dimensional environments involve objects or models that are manipulated in three-

dimensional space, thereby contributing to a more realistic, immersive environment (see Figure 5).
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Three-dimensional environments are considered the gold standard in terms of optimized gaming

experiences.^
Play Options - There are currently four different options for video game play: games played

on personal computers®, games played online', games played on individual game consoles^, and
games played on various electronic devices
through wireless

METHODS

The methods of analysis focus upon

four aspects of the America's Army and
SOCOM II: Navy SEALs video games: the
video game sponsor, the video game's

targeted audience, selected compositional

Figure 4. Two-dimensional Video Game
(Space Invaders video game, created by Toshihiro
Nishikado in 1978). From

elements of the video game (as briefly

httn!//sDacelnvadersgl.sourceforge«net/.

introduced above), and the popularity ofthe video game.'° Due to the introductory nature ofthis
paper, elements ofanalysis are limited in scope, thereby providing future opportunities for in-depth
exploration of military sponsored video games.

Sponsor - The sponsorship ofa video game and the sponsor's motivations are extremely
relevant when exploring thegame's implicit and explicit ideological components.
^Dimensions as defined by Michael Morrison, author of"Teach Yourself Game Programming in 24 hours"
(176).

^PCgames are installed oncomputers, similar to software such asMicrosoft Office.

' Online games are accessed via the Internet and are often referred to as Massive Multi-Player Online Games
(MMOGs). MMOGs facilitate the synchronous, real-time play ofhundreds ofgamers online. It is not unusual
for a player living in the United States to work virtually in unison with asoldier who is physically based in
Australia.

^Console games are played on individual home consoles such as the Sony PlayStation orthe Microsoft XBox.
' Wireless games are played on portable devices such as PDA's (Personal Digital Assistants) and include both
individual and group games.

Popularity is defined in the America's Army video game via statistics retrieved from online servers hosting
the video game. Itis a massive multi-player online game that users around the world may access at any time.
SOCOM II: Navy SEALs game statistics are retrieved through registered sales ofthe SOCOM II video game,
since the game is only available for play via PlayStation 2 home consoles.
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Important considerations include how ideology is
inserted into entertainment software and why the

video game is considered an appropriate venue for
ideological inculcation (Fairclough, 2003; Allen,
1999).

Target Audience - Video games have
official and unofficial audiences. Official audiences

Figure 5. Three-dimensional Video Game.

are composed of target groups who are age

From America's Army, 2005.

appropriate and represent a desired population.

Unofficial target audiences are desired populations that remain unspecified for anumber ofreasons.
Often video game sponsors will not explicitly identify their intended audience due toethical

implications and negative public reactions."
Level of Realism - Video game developers aim for a certain amount ofrealism in gaming
environments, and their ultimate goal is immersion. The combination of a game's sound effects,

graphics, and narrative plot all contribute to aplayer's complete absorption into afabricated, threedimensional digital wodd. Ermi and Mayra refer to this occurrence as the power ofpersistence, where

players experience immersion and continuity every time they play avideo game (238). It is all about
"the immersion into the imaginary game worlds that offered the possibilities to be free from real life
restrictions" (243). Alow level ofrealism might refer to a two-dimensional video game, whose

graphics are unsophisticated and whose sound effects and overall special effects limit the player s

ability to become fully absorbed into the gaming environment (see Figure 4). Ahigh level of realism
equates to athree-dimensional virtual world, where the video game player is given multiple playing
options through his character or avatar (see Figure 5). The graphics and sound effects are very refmed
" In the 1990's RJ Reynolds implemented acigarette campaign featuring Joe Cool, a cartoon camel character
that was meant to attract children to this particular cigarette brand. RJ Reynolds later acknowledged the

inappropriateness of iheir ad campaign and withdrew the advertisements as aretroactive response to intense
negative publicity related to the marketing fiasco (Di Franza et al, 266).
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and contribute to a deeper immersive experience for players. Plot scenarios are more developed in
high-level realism video games, and the level of investment by the video game's sponsors is

unequivocally higher in comparison to low-level realism video games.

Popularity of Video Game - Methods vary in terms of determining video games' popularity.
Online games such as America's Army are sponsored on government and non-govemment controlled

servers.*^ These servers provide statistics related to website visits and the number of newly registered
game players every month. The popularityof console video games such as SOCOM H: Navy SEALs

is determined by the number of gamecartridges purchased for playing with the PlayStation 2 console.

Whilefigures fromeach video game do not translate unequivocally to relative popularity, theyare
suggestive of each game's popularity within the conmiunity of videogame players.
RESULTS

Sponsor

SOCOM III U.S. Navy SEALs

America's Army

Elements of Analysis

U.S. Army, DARPA (Defense
Advanced Research Projects

Sony Computer Entertainment & Naval

Special Warfare Command'"^

Agency)

Target Audience

Officially those meeting
recruitment requirements in terms

Young Men of recruiting age (Snider, USA
Today)

of age limits
Level of Realism

Popularity of Video
Game'^

Excellent realism, except there are
no pools of blood or
dismemberment; Exceptional in-

Excellent realism in relation to actual SEAL

game sound effects

producer Inon Zur (Bedigian, 2004)

Six million registered accounts as
of 2005; an average of 3k - 5k

Nine months after SOCOM 11's official

players online at one time

the online game (Altizer, 2004)

missions; Music sounds like it is from an
action movie according to SOCOM II

launch, 30,000 registered users per day played

Level of investment refers to theamount of money and man-power a company is willing to invest in the video

game end-product. The higher the expectations and / ordeliverables for the video game, the higher the need for
larger numbers of programmers, artists, project managers, and marketing specialists.
Servers are super-computers that host software for massive multi-player online gaming. The U.S. Army
actively monitorsthe America's Army video game servers.

According to the Naval Special Warfare Command websites defines their position as provid[ing] vision,
leadership, doctrinal guidance, resources and oversight to ensure component maritime special operations forces
are ready to meet theoperational requirements of combatant commanders.

Popularity is defined in the America's Army video game via statistics retrieved from online servers hosting
the video game. It isa massive multi-player online game that users around the world may access atany time.
SOCOM II: Navy SEALs game statistics are retrieved through registered sales ofthe SOCOM 11 video game,
sincethe game is onlyavailable for playviaPlayStation 2 consoles.
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Figure 6. Comparative Analysis Chart

The results of the comparative analysis display (see Figure 6) demonstrable similarities and

differences amongst shared elements of the America's Army video game and SOCOM 11: U.S. Navy

SEALs. Both video games were sponsored by separatedevelopment teams - one game was sponsored
completely by U.S. government sources (the Department of Defense, and their subset- the U.S.

Army), and the othergame was sponsored by U.S. government sources (Naval Special Warfare
Command) and a commercial partner (Sony Computer Entertainment). Both video games share the

same target audience, consisting of young, impressionable, intelligent boys and men of recruitable

age (many of whom have yet todecide what they want to be when they grow up). In terms ofLevel of
Realism, both video games offer sophisticated three-dimensional game environments, with realistic

action sequences, high quality graphics, and sophisticated sound effects representative of authentic
battlefield weapons (see Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. From America's Army, 2005.

Figure8. FromSOCOM II: Navy SEALs, 2005.

Both U.S. sponsored military games are extremely popular, with various tabulations and

figures released daily, estimating the number ofplayers online, the number ofplayers purchasing the
video games, and the captured demographic ofeach game as measured by independent scholars and
marketing specialists. It is difficult to provide an unambiguous measurement ofgame popularity
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between America's Army and SOCOM II: Navy SEALs due to the differences in marketing and the
mediums in which the video games are played. America's Army video game is free and played with

otheronline videogame players. SOCOM II: Navy SEALs must be purchased in stores or through
Sony's website and the video game can onlybe used in unison with a PlayStation 2 gameconsole.
DISCUSSION

Video games are a powerful ideological tool, capable of inculcating values, ideals and belief

systems into their players. The U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy have recognized the inherent value of
these video games. Through partnering with commercial interests, the U.S. military now has the

ability to produce sophisticated forms ofindoctrination, all in the guise ofa technology that is very
popular with the Internet Generation of today.

The Comparative Analysis Results ofAmerica's Army and SOCOM II: Navy SEALs reveals

tangible persuasive elements in terms of the Level of Realism category. For example, Figure 9offers
a screenshot of America's Army Special Forces Blizzard mission, whose operation is to assault a
remote enemy compound."'^

Team, and in the process of taking control of a

'

||

power station. Lighting, perspective and

^

electrical equipmentdetails are extremely

^^

physical positioning of the teamdirectly reflects

authentic tactical approaches adopted by U.S.

Figure 9. From America's Army, 2005.

Army soldiers. The player (who is viewing the game from afirst-person perspective) has squatted
down and turned around to confirm all team members are in position. The visual images of this
See America's Army Gallery Screenshots.
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virtual world are proportionate to real world objects, again contributing to the video game's power of

persistence. From a psychological perspective, the soldiers in Figure 9 are working togetheras a tight
unit, reflective of U.S. Army indoctrination. Characteristics such as loyalty, duty, respect, selfless

service, honor, integrity and personal courageare drilled into the characterdevelopment of each
player.

Within the SOCOM 11; Navy SEALs video game (see Figure 10), the U.S. soldier is

positioned to attack enemy combatants concealed in a nearby building. It appears that the Navy SEAL
is responding to the assault ona U.S. military tank, and the explosive elements (with tank parts flying
into the air) contribute to the plausible scenario of urban combat. The building across from the SEALs

target is on fire, and dark plumes of smoke add to the atmospheric effects within the game. The palm
trees and unusual design of the architecture suggest the player is fighting somewhere in theMiddle
East, and the scene is similar to current U.S. military combat scenarios encountered during incursions

into Iraq. The sophisticated design ofthe graphics and the fluidity in which the players are allowed to
move within these video games introduce levels ofrealism that ten years ago were technically

this game is viewing the scene

third-person perspective, which means

'0- From SOCOM II: Navy SEALs. 2005.

the figure in Figure 9 represents the player. The difference between first person and third person

perspective lies in the fact that first person perspective "feels" more real, more "immersive" than the
third person perspective. From a third person perspective, the player is always looking over the
shoulder of theircharacter (avatar) which gives a sense of disassociation from theoverall game
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experience. Ultimately game players have their own preferences, so video game developers continue
to offer both perspectives within video games.

Additional examples of Levels of Realism include screenshots listed as Figure 11 and 72.

Figure 11 shows U.S. Army soldiersresponding to urban snipers, reflecting defensive, combat
positions. The buildings surrounding the soldiers are modeled naturalistically, with detailed shading
suggestive of realistic building proportions. The weapons and uniforms worn by the soldiersare

standard issuefor urban squads, and the darker background buildings hint at potential danger.

Figure 11. From America's Army,

Figure 12. From SOCOMII: Navy SEALs,

2005.

2005.

Figure 12 demonstrates a single Navy SEAL'^ preparing to shoot a missile launcher. The
landscape and background architecture exemplifies an anonymous Middle Eastern location, and the
extraordinarily detailed colors ofthe sky contribute to the scene's lifelike depiction. The scene
suggests the SEAL is protecting crated ammunition sheltered under a makeshift tent, and the absence
of locals indicates the U.S. military has established this section of the city as a temporary, yet secured

operational base. The scene's details go so far as to reveal the taut arm muscles ofthe SEAL as he is
aiming the missile launcher, and to produce such detail requkes numerous digital artists who
speciaUze inthree-dimensional renditioning oflight. Both America's Army and SOCOM II: Navy
The SOCOM II: U.S. Navy SEALs Instruction Manual defines a Navy SEAL as "well-trained, tactically

intelligent students ofwarfare, masters ofhand-to-hand combat, and experts with any weapon from knives to
heavy machine guns." Navy SEAL teams are defined as "small, highly lethal attack squads ofstealthy soldiers
(2).
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SEALs invest great amounts of manpower and dollars into the graphics of these games so that their

targeted audience experiences high levels of immersion. It is, after all, their primary meansof
persuasion in attempting to reach potential U.S. military recruits.

A primaryelement yet to be addressedrelated to realism in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 is

special auditory sound effects. Within each of these scenes, diegetic and non-diegetic sounds occur.
Game players receive immediate auditory
feedback when they fire weapons (as introduced
earlier,

diegetic sounds are the result of actions by the

Irf

player in the video game). While auditory
stimulus related to player actions occurs, non-

diegetic sounds are simultaneously playing in
Figure 13. From America's Army, 2005.
America's Army and SOCOM II: Navy Seals

video games. These non-diegetic sounds setthe scene's mood, foreshadowing a potential threat, or

signifying a successfully completed military operation. Both diegetic and non-diegetic sounds are
hyper-relevant because they provide context to the game player's situation and increase the
immersiveness of the video game environment.

In concluding the discussion
section related to Levels of Realism,

:W/ jMgH

there is a significant difference
between America's Army and

SOCOM II: Navy SEALS video

games. This difference lies in the

•

manner in which military personnel

Figure 14. From America's Army, 2005.
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injured during the games. The game developers of America's Army pui-posely minimize the amount
of gore (blood and guts) associated with U.S. soldier injuries. Injuries that might be lethal and

gruesomeare not unequivocally replicated as actual battlefield injuries. Figures 13 and 14
demonstrate injured (or possibly dead)

soldiers. The wounds and accompanying

^

blood that would typically appear when

seeingawounded soldierarenotavailable

j

"

assume injuries are de-emphasized because
these video games are used as recruitment

tools. Video game players are more likely to

^

,xxxt

^t^at

Figure 15. FromSOCOM 11: Navy SEALs, 2005.

enlist in the military if the benefits and excitement ofbattle are emphasized over potential negative
repercussions of military enlistment, such as being maimed or killed in the line of duty.
In contrast to the reticence of

I

^ ^

"^•9

America's Army game developers to

ji
II: Navy SEALs does not demonstrate as

^9 muchrestraintin their videogame.

the arm of a marine. Figure 76 clearly
' ^

OT^AT 2005.
Figure 16. ^From SOCOMII: XT
Navy SEALs,

shows blood seeping from the enemy

combatant's wounds, where no attempt is

made to sanitize the scene. The revelation of the difference between these two military games begs

the question - why would America's Army avoid realistic scenes ofviolence while SOCOM II: Navy
SEALs does not, although both video games are leveraged asrecruiting tools? The answer to this
question leads us to the next element ofcomparative analysis - the video game sponsors.
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Both America's Army and SOCOM 11: Navy SEALs are sponsored by the Departmentof

Defense. America's Army is sponsored by the U.S. Armyand SOCOM 11: Navy SEALs is sponsored

by Naval Special Warfare Conmiand.'® But SOCOM II: Navy SEALs partnered with a commercial
entity, Sony Computer Entertainment, to produce theirvideo game in part to utilize the company's
video gaming programmers, developers, artists, as well as theirmarketing specialists. Recognizing
the SOCOM 11; Navy SEALs game includes
more realistic violence, is it possible the
Game
Game

additional violence is linked to Sony
Gam«Play

Computer Entertainment because blood and

.

I

Art

Software

guts sell more video games? Without access

to game development meetings and
confidential military papers, it is impossible

Subj«ci Matter
Bperts

_ji

P»daflom Infused J j ClossWorking
wKhGamePl^

; i RelattonsNp

to deduce exactly why more violence is
found in SOCOM II: Navy SEALs versus

Figure 17. Elements required of a Game
Development Team. From Summit on Educational
Games 2006 by the Federation of American

America's Army. However, the issue does

Scientists, p. 29.

suggest thisis a ripeareafor future exploration.

Both the U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy utilize video games as recruitment tools for similar
reasons. They recognize a new culture oflearning that has accompanied technological advancements

within the past 30 years. In the book Growing up Digital: the Rise ofthe Net Generation, Tapscott
describes the Internet Generation asbeing completely immersed ina digital culture oflearning,
playing, and communicating (1).

The Naval Special Warfare Command controls all U.S. Navy Special Operations. USSOCOM was formed by
the Department of Defense, Congress, and Ronald Reagan in 1987, as adirect result of the failed 1980 rescue
attempt to free American hostages in Iran

(http://www.specialoperations.eom/History/SOCOM_History/Default.htm.)

Graphic extracted from the Federation of American Scientists report "Harnessing the power of video games
for learning" (29).
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This Internet Generation has a high
comfort level with computers and every
facet of their lives is mediated online

through the use of file sharing programs,

instant messaging systems, massively
multi-player online role-playing games,
etc. Multi-tasking is the norm, and the

ability to process interactive information
very quickly is one glaring characteristic

Figure 18. Complicated visual information from

that distinguishes the baby boomers from

SOCOM n: Navy SEALs, 2005.

their offspring. This has not escaped the
notice of the Department of Defense. Many
studies have shown that playing video games

increases a users ability to manipulate objects,

improves hand-eye coordination, mental
representation, memory and general cognitive
skills in terms of exploration and advancement
(Macedonia, 35; 158; Tapscott, 6; Ermi and

Mayra, 235; Looms, 6). Figure 18 demonstrates

a typical SOCOM H: Navy SEALs player
screen, where the following information is

given simultaneously: on the right side of the

Figure 19. Complicated visual information from
America's Army, 2005.

screen. Weapon Data appears including volume, accuracy, range, fire rate and fire modes. On the left
side of the screen a listof available weaponry is provided, including weapon tips for the player.

Figure 19 demonstrates an even more information intensive diagram ofthe video game player's

positions, goals, potential targets and topography surrounding the players' virtual environment. From
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a cognitive perspective, video game players become acclimatized to these information screens
offering multiple data, which in turn speeds up their reaction times.

The cognitive benefits of utilizing video games as recruitment tools have been introduced,
but how exactly do video games assist the military's recruitment efforts?

Supporting your teanCs sniper is essential dmng
this mission

Figure 20. From America's Army, 2005.

SFprovides overwatch as the A-team secures one
of the cargo containers.

TwoSFSoldiersprovide covering fire whie others

navigate to the extraction poinL

Figure 21. From America's Army,

Figure 22. From America's Army,

2005.

2005.

Both America's Army and Socom II's mission goals and activities serve as vehicles of

indoctrination by inserting the video game player into a pre-defined world ofmilitary rules and

regulations. Characteristics such as loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity and

personal courage are drilled into the character development ofeach player (Li, 49). Figures 20, 21,

and 22 provide visual examples of the Army's emphasis upon teamwork. The sniper in Figure 20 is
essential to the mission, and the virtual soldier playing thegame learns quickly what cultural and

social aspects ofthe team are relevant. Figure 21 demonstrates three Special Forces soldiers

protecting an entire team as they complete their mission. Each member ofthe team is dependent upon
the other in terms ofsurviving a military assignment. Figure 22 demonstrates two Special Forces

soldiers offering cover fire for their team members as the team extracts itself from a completed
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mission. All three of these images with textual comments appear on the America's Army website, as
well as during normal video game play.

The SOCOMII: Navy SEALs screenshots from Figures 23, 24 and 25 demonstrate that
"stealth and lethal teamwork" are required for a four man SEAL fireteam to neutralize terror threats
(SOCOM II: U.S. Navy SEALs Instruction Manual, 3). The

I'
Figure 23. From SOCOM II: Navy

Figure 24. From SOCOM II: Navy

SEALs, 2005.

SEALs, 2005.

Figure 25. From SOCOM II:
Navy SEALs, 2005.

physical proximity maintained by the SEALs reinforces the teamwork ethic drilled into soldiers as
they join the U.S. Navy. The SOCOM II: U.S. Navy SEALs Instruction Manual informs players to

"Use your team for cooperative engagements. The more you use your teammates during the course of
a mission, the higher your Teamwork rating will be" (24). The facilitation ofteam play in these

games functions as an attractant; later, gameplay reinforces this and directs it toward sponsoreddesired goals. In addition to emphasizing teamwork, the game developers build into the video game
and Instruction Manual a US Navy SEALs ethos ofindestructible, highly lethal soldiers, trained to

defeat terrorists in any scenario (2). The last paragraph in Chapter One ofthe Instruction Manual
notes that:

"Terrorism is a threat to freedom all over the world and the unconventional tactics of

U.S. Navy SEALs are needed. This is the time. When they picked a fight, they never
planned on fighting these guys" (3).
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Reading the above paragraph, the video game player is made to feel privileged to be part of this elitist
virtual world of unconventional warfare and teamwork. According to Robert Greene in 'The Art of

Seduction", "No seduction can proceed without creating illusion, the sense of a world that is real but

separate from reality" (307). The illusiveyet real worldof the video game seduces and persuades

video game players whether these gamers are playing commercial off-the-shelf games or U.S.
military sponsored games. Freud discusses persuasion from a removed perspective that is completely
applicable to video games and their players:

"Whatdistinguishes a suggestion from other kinds of psychical influence, such as a
command or the giving of a pieceof information or instruction, is that in the caseof a
suggestion an idea isgrounded in another person's brain which is notexamined in
regard to its origin but is accepted just as though it had arisen spontaneously in that
brain - Sigmund Freud (Greene, 213)

Translating this quote in terms of the topic of this paper, the ideas encountered within video games
are perhaps absorbed by players without giving any detailed consideration to the whys and

wherefores, simply because the immersive nature ofthe medium demands the player's full attention.
TheAmerica's Army video game provides much more material to analyze in terms of
military indoctrination in comparison to
The caption

accompanying this

SOCOM II: Navy SEALs, as the following

screenshot says, "Good

job Soldier, you scored

Figure 26. From
America s Army,

perspective, the video
game player is offered
positiw reinforcement.

Figure 27. From

primary tenets of the

America s Army,

• , ,
^
mclude competence,

5. Military which

loyalty, self-control,
courage and a strong
sense of duty"
(Sweeney, 255).

examples illustrate in Figures 26-30.
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The game developers of America's Army have

PP

shrewdly chosen an effective communication device

The caption
accompanying this
screenshot says,
"Helping your fallen
teammates is the

honorable thing to do."

(video games) that reflects other important elements

of persuasion such as "credibility, understanding of

Figure 28. From
America's Army,
2005.

This ties into additional

U.S. military tenets
such as "mak[ing] bold
and decision decisions,

build[ing] teams, &
promoting the
development of
subordinates" (O'Neil

the audience, and a solid argument" (HBS Press,

2006). Or to present this in a more traditional

et al, 119)
The caption
accompanying this
screenshot says, "Let's

manner, "the Greek notion of Kairos [which equates

to] right timing and due measure" is a notion the

take out those enemy

U.S. military has firmly grasped in communicating

targets!" This

to their next generation of recruits via the medium

encourages a group

approach where "the

of video games (Kinneavy and Eskin, 2000).
Recognizing the potential communication

Figure 29. From

conditions that

America's Army,

constitute success of a

2005.

given mission [are]
clearly outlined"

and inculcation of the U.S. military ideologies

(O'Neil et al, 125)
The caption

through the mediumof video games, why might this

accompanying this
screenshot says,

"Learning medic skills
is important to your
team's success." Again
the emphasis is placed

be problematic? The problem with these ideological
insertions into video games is succinctly identified
by Barry Atkins in More than a Game:

"Computer video games offer a
'clean' representation of warfare.
The armchair general faced with a
computer does not have to concern
himself with questions of right or
wrong" (4).

Questions of right or wrong are issues that video
game players are not given the opportunity to

Figure 30. From
America's Army,
2005.

here on teamwork, trust

and loyalty. According
to Platoon Sergeant in
the 1OP'Airborne
Division, Tall Afar,

Iraq, May 2003, "If
your men trust you,

they will follow you
into any situation"
(Sweeney, 252).
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question while they are inserted into and reacting within immersive environments.The average age of
tactical shooter video game players further complicates matters because how discerning are pre-teen

and teenage children in terms of the entertainment content they are exposed to?
Persuasion within video games occurs on many levels: visual, textual, and contextual.
According to Norman Fairclough in Analyzing Discourse-.

"Language influences perceptions, thought and potentially behavior. Categories
provided by a language may make it easier to draw certainconceptual distinctions,
and may favor certain ways of perceiving 'reality' or the 'world'" (324).

Language in this instance does notnecessarily refer to spoken or textual words, butin my
interpretation it is representative of allforms of communication. The context of what is
communicated is crucial (a nod here towardssocial semiotics), and the visual and auditory elements

within video games are extremely powerful intheir ability to influence players. The ethos pertaining

to new technologies cannot be ignored either, and especially within the Socom II video game, the
"cool" factor related to thelatest and greatest in weaponry is fully exploited by thegame's

developers.^
In terms of mission goals within America's Army and Socom II, both video games are

utilitarian inapproach, emphasizing the value ofactions benefiting the community asa whole. The

call to military duty equates to doing not what an individual believes is morally correct, but in doing

what is necessary for the benefit of the military unit as awhole.^' The participatory simulation aspects
ofboth video games psychologically contributes to and justifies this utilitarian approach. Figures 20 22 demonstrate this utilitarian approach, where portions ofthe team expose themselves tohigher risks

for the greater good ofthe group. Coupled soldiers serving as sniper look-outs to provide coverage to

According to the official PlayStation ofAustralia website fhttD://au.plavstation.com/ng/socom 2.ihtml),
"more than 15 new weapons [are] include[d] [such as] the AT-4 Light Armored Weapon (LAWs), Rocket
Propelled Grenades (RPGs), handguns, assault rifles, sniper rifles, shotguns, sub-machine guns, machine guns,
grenades, laser designators, explosives, anti-personnel mines and anew night vision interface. Weapons are
realistic in their accuracy and areaffected by movement and weapon recoil."

One might suggest that U.S. military soldiers make moral decisions in advance, by placing their faith and
trust intheir chain-of-command, thereby excluding the necessity of making individual moral decisions onthe
battlefield.
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the rest of the team as it attempts to evacuate a war zone. A level of immediacy is introduced, with

the emphasis placed upon team work; and this simply cannot be communicated through traditional

recruiting materials such as pamphlets or T.V. commercials because they lack levels of immersion
and interaction that video games provide. Figures 10 and 11 provide examples of immediate, required
feedback where the player must respond to threats to the team as a whole and to him / her as an
individual. If shots are not fired at the enemy in a timely manner, an entire squad can be killed off.

A primary criticism of both America's Army and Socom IPs video games is theminimizing
of the effects of violence. In Unsettling the MilitaryEntertainment Complex: Video Games and a

Pedagogy ofPeace, David Leonard addresses Virilio's^^ thoughts on video games and hegemonic
powers:

"Video games arepartof the hegemony of new technology, contributing to "fm-desiecle infantilization", where our consumption, understanding and vision of battle has
been reduced to a seriesof images on screen, furtherdemarcating the ambiguous
division between the virtual (warfare) and the real (warfare)" (3).

According tosome critics, video games might help train soldiers inthe use ofweapons and
military culture, but they also serve as a medium for desensitization towards matters pertaining to

politics, warfare, and the use oftechnology simply because itexists. Other critics respond by
declaring that man will always shape his orher world, regardless ofthe numerous technological
advancements introduced because man's psyche has a priori tendencies of self-destruction and selfaggrandizement.

In terms of the Targeted Audience as anelement ofanalysis, the U.S. Army offers the

clearest definition of who they are trying to reach^^, and Major Christopher Chambers^ notes that
"29% ofyoung Americans ages 16-24 reported that America's Army video game is one oftheir

leading sources ofpositive awareness about the Army" (Wood, Summer 2005). Master Chief Dennis
PaulVirilio is known for his book"WarandCinema" published in 1984. The content of this bookaddresses
information, images and how these relate to periodsof war.

^ The Stated goal ofthe America's Army Video Game isthat it is"designed toprovide young adults with
virtual insights into entry-level soldier training and operations to show users what the Army islike" (Woods,
More Than a Game).

^ U.S. Army retired. Deputy Project Director for America's Army Video Game.
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Amon, a Naval Science Instructor at Clayton High School in North Carolina, explains that 'They play

the militaristic games because it gives thema feel for what it is like undercombat situations; my
cadets range in age from 14 to 18" (Woods, Summer 2005). Recruiters who actively use America's

Army as a conscription tool "cangeta feel for their [kids] psyche and even theiraptitude fordealing
withcertain combat type situations" turning the "gamers of today intothe soldiers of tomorrow"
(Wood, Summer 2005).

While Targeted Audience information related to SOCOM11 was difficult to identify, a Report
of the Defense Science Board Task Force on The Creation and Dissemination of All Forms of

Psychological Operations (PSYOP) in Time ofMilitary Conflict reports that video games are "widely
popular" and that media such as these are required to "enhance the creation and dissemination of

PSYOP products" (Department ofDefense, 2000).^^ The U.S. Navy falls within the jurisdiction ofthe
Department ofDefense, therefore this assertion is applicable to U.S. Navy recruitment attempts via
the SOCOM II video game. The ethical implications ofutilizing inculcation devices (such as video

games) to reach kids under the age of18 is not addressed within this paper. Needless to say the
ground here is fertile for further research, exploration and debate regarding this topic.
The final element ofanalysis toreview isthe popularity ofboth U.S. military sponsored

games. According to the Entertainment Software Association 2006 Expo, "...the total economic
impact ofthe game industry on the U.S. economy is $18 billion." Why is itrelevant to link video
games' economic impact with their levels ofpopularity? Primarily because the economic impact
offers an empirical measurement, qualifying in numbers the popularity ofthe video game. The

^ APrimary recommendation ofthe report follows that: "The Task Force recommends that the Office ofthe
Secretary ofDefense (DSD) work with the Department ofState to fund, position, exercise, and maintain
suitable distribution channels and brand identities, insofar as these can bereasonably anticipated for future

PSYOP requirements. Policies with respect to the use ofnew and emerging transnational media need to be
developed or refined. Liberal reliance on recognized professionals and the generous use ofhighly qualified
commercial entities are highly recommended. Buying good content on which the messages will ride isa

necessary and desirable expenditure. The Task Force estimates this investment to be approximately $10 million
per year" (9).
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Federation of American Scientists released a 2006 report on Video Games and Education, concluding
that:

"The success of complex video games demonstrates that games can teach higher
order thinking skills such as strategic thinking, interpretive analysis, problem solving,
plan formulationand execution, and adaptation to rapid change".
The economics sector and learning sectors of society reflect why video games are popular, and

measure their popularity in hard currency. In terms of economics, America's Army is completely
differentfrom SocomII in the sensethat the videogame is freely available for download online.

Socom n is a game associated with Sony PlayStation 11, and therefore has a measurable economic
element that America's Army does not have. SOCOM n registered 22,000 simultaneous players
online within 48 hours of the game's release in stores and the original SOCOM video game sold two

million copies.^^ SOCOM II now is listed on Sony's "Best Sellers List ofAll Times" interms of

video games. America's Army video game, as a free software download, currently reports a total of
7,627,972 registered players, ofwhich 4,262,548 have completed online basic training. As of

November 22,2006,106,752 new users have registered for the month ofNovember 2006.^"^
To assure the popularity ofthe above video games, the U.S. military has in effect thrown $2
Billion in 2005 towards their development as recruitment tools; in part due to a 2003 Military

Recruiting - Trends, Outlooks, and Implications report. The report indicated that the Department of
Defenses' recruiting ability ofhigh-quality youth^® was hampered by "chang[ing] attitudes towards
the military and changes in recruiting processes and resource allocation" (2). The above figures

indicate the Department ofDefense has achieved their primary goals. According to "How to Win in
Iraq" by Krepinevich, Jr., "Both the U.S. Army and the U.S. Marine Corps are exceeding their
reenlistment rates."

Game News: SOCOM II: U.S. Navy SEALs Breaks Online Console Penetration Records byChairman Steve

(http://gamenews.pcvsconsole.com/view.php?news=2216)
" http://www.americasarmy.com/

^ High-quality youth are defined as those with high I.Q's and a minimum ofa high school diploma.
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What might the combination of information related to sponsors, target audience, levels of

realism, and popularity of U.S. military video games imply for future cultures and societies? Positive
implications for society includefocusing more on multimedia learning environments, as studies have
shown users leam more efficiently through these multi-modal environments of seeing, hearing, and

doing. Negative implications for society include the transparent communication of ideologies to

portions of the population who are vulnerable and highly impressionable (e.g. children). Technology
in itselfis not inherently bad. Rather, it is the means in which it is used and those by whom it is
manipulated that becomes somewhat problematic.

CONCLUSIONS

Video games are a powerful ideological tool, capable of inculcating values, ideals and belief

systems into its players. The Department of Defense, of which the U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy are
members, has finally recognized the inherent value of these video games. Through partnering with
commercial interests, the U.S. military now has the ability to produce sophisticated forms of

indoctrination, utilizing a popular technology of theIntemet Generation. While studies traditionally

have focused on video games, kids and violence, it might bemore beneficial if society as a whole

recognized how new mediums ofcommunication are being used by governments to manipulate and
indoctrinate the most vulnerable members of the population- our kids.
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